The Dinosaur that pooped a planet!
Hello Butterfly Class,
I hope you had fantastic fun being pirates last week. The learning this week is based on the
story ‘The Dinosaur that pooped a planet!” This is one of our favourite stories that we read
in Butterfly Class. Please send your home learning photos to butterfly@stmarys.rbksch.org
Listen to the story here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzOjs4irfAw
Miss Cameron

Dinosaur handprint

Danny’s Dinner
Danny forgets to take his dinner
for him and Dinosaur! Help Danny
pack his lunchbox with some
healthy choices so he doesn’t go
hungry.

All you need is your hands and
some paint! Dip your full hand in
the paint and make your dino
shape. Can you label your dino with
how many scales, eyes, spots they
have? Can you give your dinosaur a
name?

Challenge: Can you create 2
different combinations of healthy

Create your own planet!

What will your planet look like? Will it be
one that has been looked after or has it
been eaten by a dinosaur? Will it have rivers
or seas? Will it have islands?
Can you use your phonics sounds to label
what you have put on your planet?

lunchboxes for Danny?
You could draw what you would
put in the lunchbox and label it in
your yellow book.
Feed the Dinosaur!
What large amounts of food could
you suggest to feed a Dinosaur?
Can you think of 20 things he
could eat? (It doesn’t matter how
silly!)

Dinosaur Yoga

Musical McFly!

Become a T-Rex by stretching

Tom and Dougie who wrote these books are

your muscles and moving your
body.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDB
KD2S78

part of a band. To end the week think about
listening to your favourite music. Do you
like McFly? If you were in a band what
would you play? Sing along to your favourite
songs and tap the rhythms. This keeps your
maths brains going!

Rocket Game
What you will need:
•

2 Dice

•
•

Pen
Paper

Instructions:
Roll both the dices and if you get a double number
e.g. 2 and 2, 4 and 4, look at which part of the
rocket you can draw. The winner is the first
person to draw a complete rocket.

Dinosaur pooped planets
Danny is worried. The Dinosaur’s tummy is rumbling. He
is pooping planets! Count the planets the Dinosaur has
pooped out and tell us how many there will be if he poops
two more
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Rocket Sharing
Danny’s friends want to go on a rocket ride. How many different ways can you
share the children onto the 2 rockets? It doesn’t have to be a fair share!
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